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MN2107// OLIVE DRESS & BLOUSE

Olive is a relaxed silhouette top or dress with V insert. Pattern features a drop shoulder, multiple 
sleeve finishes, dress or top variations, and optional breast patch pocket.
View A is a blouse with a v-neck insert and patch pocket. View B is a dress with a v-neck insert, 
sleeve bands and inseam pockets in the gathered skirt. View C is a blouse with a v-neck insert and 
long sleeves.

DESCRIPTION

SIZING
Sizes 0-20

SKILL
3/5
Intermediate

FABRIC
Light to medium weight fabrics with some drape, such as linen, tencel, rayon, cotton voile or poplin, 
viscose, satin, charmeuse, crepe, and chambray will work equally well to different effect.

SHOPPING LIST
  Woven Fabric  
  Pre-made bias tape (optional)
  Fusible stay tape or interfacing (optional)



https://megannielsen.com/collections/wholesale

MN2213 // OPAL PANTS & SHORTS

Opal is a relaxed fit high waist pants set with mix and match options. Pattern includes paperbag 
or standard elastic waistband, inseam or patch pockets, back pockets, belt loops, an optional belt 
and multiple lengths.
View A is a pair of tapered leg pants with paper bag waist and belt. View B is a pair of wide leg 
pants with elastic waist. View C is a pair of shorts with patch pockets and paper bag waist. View D 
is a pair of knee length shorts with elastic waist and belt.

DESCRIPTION

SIZING
Sizes 0-20

SKILL
1/5
Beginner

FABRIC
Bottom weight fabrics with structure or drape, such as linen, tencel, rayon, poplin, viscose, satin, 
charmeuse, crepe, wool and chambray will work equally well to different effect.

SHOPPING LIST
  (1 1⁄4”) 32mm wide elastic

    OR (1”) 25mm wide elastic if (1 1⁄4”) 32mm is not available
  Woven Fabric  
  Cording (optional)
  Lightweight interfacing for pocket opening (optional)
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MN2105 // DOVE BLOUSE

Feminine blouse with statement sleeve cuffs. Pattern features loose fit, french darts, v neckline, 
curved hemline, and three sleeve options.
View A is a blouse with elbow length sleeves. View B is a blouse with flared sleeves. View C is a 
blouse with bell sleeves.

DESCRIPTION

SIZING
Sizes 0-20

SKILL
2/5
Experienced Beginner

FABRIC
Shirt weight fabrics such as silk crepe de chine, lawn, voile, cotton shirting, chambray, linen, rayon 
or charmeuse.

SHOPPING LIST
  Woven fabric
  Lightweight fusible interfacing
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MN2007 // RIVER DRESS & TOP

Reversible raglan dress or top that can be made in woven or knit fabrics. Pattern features loose fit, 
optional pockets and waist tie, as well as top and dress options. It can be worn with the V neck or 
the round neck side at the front.
View A is a reversible knit dress. View B is a reversible woven dress with pockets and fabric belt. 
View C is a reversible knit top in modern crop length. View D is a reversible woven blouse in 
modern crop length.

DESCRIPTION

SIZING
Sizes 0-20

SKILL
1/5
Beginner

FABRIC
Pattern can be made up in a variety of fabrics to different effect. Woven fabrics ideal for View B 
& D include light to medium weight dress or shirting fabrics such as cotton, wool, linen, denim, 
chambray, silk, rayon, crepe etc. Knit fabrics with little stretch ideal for View A & C include stable 
knits such as ponte, scuba, neoprene or double knit. Light to medium weight knit fabrics may be 
used, but will result in a looser drapier garment.

SHOPPING LIST
  Woven fabric (View B & D)
  Stable knit fabric (View A & C)



https://megannielsen.com/collections/wholesale

MN2007 // SUDLEY DRESS & TOP

Reversible loose fit blouse and gathered waist dress. Pattern features keyhole cut out, ties, a 
peter pan collar and three sleeve lengths. Can be worn with keyhole in the front or back. 
View A is a blouse with above elbow sleeves and a peter pan collar. View B is a cropped blouse 
with short sleeves. View C is dress with gathered skirt, lining & long sleeves. View D is a long 
sleeve blouse.

DESCRIPTION

SIZING
Sizes 0-20

SKILL
3/5
Intermediate

FABRIC
Light to medium weight woven fabrics such as crepe de chine, cotton, voile, batiste, crepe, lawn, 
silk charmeuse, georgette, habutai, chiffon, challis, tana lawn, rayon, linen and chambray.

SHOPPING LIST
  Main fabric
  Lining (View C)
  Lightweight fusible interfacing (View A)
  1”/25mm wide elastic for sleeve cuffs (View C & D)
  Hook and eye closure (optional) 
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MN4501 // MINI COTTESLOE SWIMSUIT

Classic one piece swimsuit and mix and match bikini sets. Pattern features athletic elements, four variations and 
includes detailed instructions to guide the sewer through swimsuit construction techniques. 
View A is a one piece swimsuit with low scoop back and ties at the back. View B is a one piece swimsuit with high 
scoop back. View C is a bikini top and a low rise bikini bottom. View D is an athletic inspired bikini top and high 
waisted bikini bottom with wide waistband. All versions are able to be fully lined.

DESCRIPTION

SIZING
Ages 3-12

SKILL
1/5
Beginner

FABRIC
Swim fabric with at least 50% stretch and good recovery such as Polyamide or Lycra. Please refer 
to the stretch calculator to check your fabric.

SHOPPING LIST
 Swim fabric such as Polyamide or Lycra (Please refer to section on Swimwear Fabric)
 11⁄44” (6mm) wide swim elastic (All views) (Please refer to section on Swimwear Elastic)
 1” (25mm) wide swim elastic (View D) (Please refer to section on Swimwear Elastic)
 Swimsuit lining (optional)
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MN4101 // MINI EUCALYPT DRESS & TOP

Wardrobe staple woven tank and dress. Pattern features a relaxed fit, scoop neckline, curved 
hemline and French seams. 
View A is a woven tank. View B is a woven tank with centre front seam. View C is a woven tank 
dress. View D is a woven tank dress with centre front seam.

DESCRIPTION

SIZING
Ages 3-12

SKILL
1/5
Beginner

FABRIC
Light to medium weight fabrics such as cotton, linen, silk, crepe de chine, charmeuse, voile, 
chambray, etc.
Additional fabric may be required to match patterned fabric.

SHOPPING LIST

   Fabric
   11⁄22” (1.3cm) wide premade bias tape if you don’t wish to make your own (optional)
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MN2301 //JARRAH SWEATER

Loose fit drop shoulder sweater. Pattern features a crew or funnel neckline, two sleeve options 
and four hem styles. 
View A is a sweater with cuffs and a hem band. View B is a sweater with curved hemline and split 
sleeve hem. View C is a sweater with waist tie and cuffs. View D is a cropped sweater with funnel 
neck and split sleeve hem.

DESCRIPTION

SIZING
0-20

SKILL
1/5
Beginner

FABRIC
Medium weight knits with at least 10% stretch such as sweatshirt fleece, French terry and sweater 
knits.
Additional fabric may be required to match patterned fabric.

SHOPPING LIST
  Sweater Knit
  Ribbing (View A, B & C)
  Twin needle for hemming (optional View B, C & D)
  Fusible hemming tape (optional View B, C & D)
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MN2208 //DAWN JEANS

Classic high waisted rigid jean pattern set. Includes four cuts and multiple lengths for tall, regular 
and cropped. Pattern features a high rise to sit on the natural waist, button fly, close fit through the 
waist and hips and classic jeans details. 
View A is a tapered leg jean. View B is a straight leg jean. View C is a wide leg jean. View D is a 
jean short.

DESCRIPTION

SIZING
0-20

SKILL
3/5
Intermediate

FABRIC
Bottom weight fabrics such as rigid denim, linen, twill, corduroy etc.
Additional fabric may be required to match patterned fabric.

SHOPPING LIST
  Bottom weight fabrics such as rigid denim, linen, twill, corduroy etc.
  4 Jeans buttons (shank button with tack) or regular buttons 5/8” (1.5cm) wide.
  Fabric scraps for pockets.
  9 Rivets & posts (optional).
  Fusible interfacing.
  Denim needle.
  Topstitch thread.
   Denim zipper (optional in place of button fly). At least 6 11⁄44” (16cm) for size 0-6, at least 6 33⁄44” 
(17cm) for size 8-14, at least 7 11⁄22” (19cm) for size 16-20.
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MN2006 //FLOREAT DRESS & TOP

Floreat is an asymmetrical dress or blouse that can be made from woven or knit fabrics. The 
pattern features clean lines, woven and knit facing options, inseam pockets as well as multiple 
sleeve and hem lengths.
View A is a dress with long sleeves and waist ties. View B is a blouse with long sleeves. View C is 
a cropped blouse with short sleeves. View D is a sleeveless dress or blouse.

DESCRIPTION

SIZING
0-20

SKILL
2/5
Confident Beginner

FABRIC
Light to medium weight dress or shirting fabrics such as cotton, linen, chambray, rayon, silk etc. 
Knit fabrics may be used with the bonus knit options.

SHOPPING LIST
  Fabric
  Lightweight fusible interfacing
  Hook and eye [B, C & D]
  Invisible zipper 20-30 cm [A]
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MN2212 //WATTLE SKIRT

Wattle is a set of classic skirts with unique crossover closure at the side seam. Pattern sits on the 
natural waist and features hidden closure at the left pocket, three skirt options, slash pockets, two 
waistband options and multiple lengths.
View A is a bias cut midi length skirt. View B is a skirt pleated above the knee. View C is a skirt 
gathered below the knee. View D is a bias cut skirt above the knee.

DESCRIPTION

FABRIC
Light to medium weight fabrics will work equally well with different effect. Fabrics such as denim, 
twill, poplin, broadcloth, linen, linen blends, suiting, gabardine, pique, and wool blends will result 
in a more structured garment. Lighter weight fabrics such as cottons, rayon, silks etc. will result in 
a looser flowy garment.
Additional fabric may be required to match patterned fabric.

SHOPPING LIST
  Woven fabric
  Lightweight fusible interfacing
  Two 5⁄8” (1.5cm) buttons [A & B]
  One 5⁄8” (1.5cm) button [C & D]

SIZING
0-20

SKILL
1/5
Beginner


